ONEEDUCATION

SaaS ERP for
educational
institutions

Partnering for success

“ Moving to
TechnologyOne’s
enterprise SaaS
has given us a
more robust
platform and
allowed us to
deliver a cloudfirst, mobile-first
experience.”
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9:30am - Exam - Room 5
Select action
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Inspect Asset

Assignment - Due

Mark as defect checked

2 Activities Today

30m
100ft

Simplify the
complex
Changing expectations, global competition
and an increased focus on the staff and
student experience are driving higher
education and vocational institutions to
replace their ageing legacy systems.

To support this business transformation, it’s
critical to have the right Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) capabilities in place.

Adapt to the
changing
landscape
TechnologyOne’s OneEducation SaaS
ERP solution underpins the operational
and strategic requirements of educational
institutions with a single, integrated
enterprise solution.
Leveraging more than 30 years’ experience
working with leading education providers
across Australia, New Zealand and the
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United Kingdom, TechnologyOne is best
placed to help institutions adapt to the
changing landscape and reduce the
administrative burden.
Our global SaaS ERP solution reduces
implementation time, cost and risk; and
introduces essential anywhere, anytime
access to staff and students.
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Experience the
OneEducation
advantage
Manage your institution’s critical information
with confidence, so you can focus on driving
student success.

A solution built
for students and
educators
A proven practice solution that’s specifically
designed for education to reduce
implementation time, cost and risk.

Intuitive, engaging
software
Provide intuitive self-service access for
staff and students.

Secure, reliable and
scalable
Guarantee the privacy of your data by
partnering with Australia’s most trusted
SaaS ERP provider.
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Recruitment and
engagement

Property and
campus services

BUSINESS PROCESS

BUSINESS PROCESS

Financial
management

Human resource
management

BUSINESS PROCESS

BUSINESS PROCESS

Document and
records management
BUSINESS PROCESS

OneEducation
Procurement and
inventory management
BUSINESS PROCESS

Project lifecycle
management

SOLUTION

BUSINESS PROCESS

Student
administration

Spatial management

BUSINESS PROCESS

BUSINESS PROCESS

Take a closer look
at OneEducation
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Over 1.4 million students across 118 campuses are
supported by TechnologyOne software.
Our global SaaS ERP solution supports the day-to-day
operational, strategic and educational requirements of
institutions in a single integrated solution.
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Recruitment and
engagement
ONEEDUCATION

Enquiries and
application
assessment
Deliver timely responses to prospective
students with intuitive self-service enquiry
forms. Automate workflow for enquiries
and application assessment, with multichannel support for domestic, international,
undergraduate and post-graduate students.
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Offers
Automate the generation and delivery of
offers for faster, more efficient admission
processing.

Agents
Engage with agents and other third parties
with real-time, online self-service.
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Student
administration
ONEEDUCATION

Course structure and
planning
Design, develop, approve and circulate
academic programs and curriculum
proposals.

Student
administration
Centralise all contact data and interactions
and immediately process student
information, queries and payments.

Student engagement
and progressions
Monitor student performance, examinations
and progressions.

Graduations
Facilitate graduations and completions.
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Government
compliance

Manage all regulatory and government
compliance requirements and reporting.

Scholarships, prizes
and rewards
Manage, administer and bestow rewards,
prizes, scholarships, gifts and bursaries.

Student case
management
Track support interactions with students to
facilitate intervention and case management.

Integration
Enable seamless integration with timetabling,
learning management systems and library
services.
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Financial
management
ONEEDUCATION

General ledger

Project accounting

Track, analyse and report up-to-date financial
information from across the organisation with
a flexible, integrated multi-ledger and multichart of accounts.

Manage accurate project budgets and billing
throughout project lifecycles and easily
review financial performance for any single
project.

Budgeting and
forecasting

Payroll processing

Deliver unified and integrated driver-based
budgeting and forecasting that links to the
strategic goals of your institution.

Expense management
Take control of spend, automate expense
management and ensure greater policy
compliance.

Asset accounting
From acquisition and depreciation to
revaluation and disposal, accurately capture,
track and report on the lifecycle costs and
valuations of your fixed assets.
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Reduce the time and risk involved in payroll
processing by automating the entire process
with an integrated payroll solution that
complies with all current legislated reporting
requirements in Australia, New Zealand,
United Kingdom and Papua New Guinea.

Grants management
Manage every step in the grants process,
from sourcing to reporting, and provide
visibility across your entire grants portfolio,
whether it be acquiring grants or distributing
grant funds.
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Procurement
and inventory
management
ONEEDUCATION

Contract and
contractor
management

Summary

Local Product Summary
250

Amount

200
150
100
50
0
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Manage the full contract lifecycle
and collaborate with suppliers while
strengthening compliance and reducing risk.
Keep supplier information and contracts
accurate and produce detailed contract KPI
and financial reports. Support for all types of
contracts including materials, services and
construction, both lump sum and schedule
of rates.

Procure to pay

Streamline the entire procure-to-pay process
by automating requisitioning, authorise,
purchasing, receiving and payment
processing.

Inventory
management
Accurately track and manage your inventory
with automated order processing and
replenishment and support for multi-location
inventory management.

Source to contract
Identify, evaluate and engage suppliers for
all your institution’s procurement needs with
comprehensive RFx management tools for
highly configurable approaches to market.
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Human resource
management
ONEEDUCATION

Organisation
management

Optimise workforce planning with visual
tools and embedded analytics that provide
actionable insights into your current
workforce. Identify critical gaps and develop
workforce strategies that align with and
support your institution’s strategic plan.

Employee lifecycle
management

ACTIVE
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Georgia Todd

Jenny Tony

Branch Manager

Branch Manager

Learning and training
Manage every aspect of your organisation’s
learning and development programs and
easily tailor training plans to each employee’s
career development and succession plans.

Workforce
management
Support a modern workforce and manage all
aspects of employment including positions,
time and attendance, leave and pay.

Manage the entire employee lifecycle
from headcount and cost budgeting and
approval through recruitment, onboarding,
performance management, learning and
succession.
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Project lifecycle
management
ONEEDUCATION

Budget bid submission
Capture budget bid submissions and take
initiatives through rigorous investment
selection, scoring, ranking and prioritisation
to realise project goals.

Investment
prioritisation and
optimisation
Budget Expenses by Group

Salaries and
Wages

Assets

Prioritise project and capital work candidates
and optimise budgeting and sources of
funding options for a range of long-term
financial scenarios.

Project delivery

Depreciation
Expense

Develop and maintain project and program
plans, and work breakdown structures within
an interactive Gantt chart.

Portfolio, programme
and project
management
Manage whole-of-life portfolio, programme
and project processes with a global
methodology-based solution. Adopt best
practice guidelines including PRINCE2,
PMBOK, MoP and MSP to ensure successful
project delivery.

Project cashflow and
forecast management
Manage projects to budget, track costs and
expenses in real-time, and ensure robust
cost controls are in place to avoid budget
overruns.

Individual
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Property and
campus services
ONEEDUCATION

IIMM and ISO55000

Align with industry best practices including
IIMM and ISO 55000x by optimising the
lifecycle performance of assets in a single,
integrated solution.

Facilities management
Manage the performance of your facilities
with full visibility into cost, utilisation and
performance of all assets.

Select action

View Asset
Inspect Asset
Mark as defect checked

Prediction modelling
based on condition,
capacity and
functionality

ISO31000 risk
management

Incorporate a risk management approach
and make informed, evidence-based asset
investment decisions that are prioritised
based on asset criticality and risk.
Optimised treatment planning
Predict facilities maintenance costs and
treatments required to achieve required level
of service.

Revaluations
Determine remaining life of facilities
by applying degradation patterns at a
component level and perform revaluations
based on unit rates.

Understand the lifecycle costs of your
facilities, including renewal, maintenance,
upgrade and operating costs.

Work management

Manage all types of work, including planned
inspections and scheduled maintenance as
well as reactive work, defect management,
and optimise work scheduling and utilisation.
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Document
and records
management
ONEEDUCATION

Attachment
management

Automatically capture and store any type of
document or attachment and improve access
to information across the organisation.

Document
management
Integrate every record and information asset
across your institution with a unified content
management solution that enables instant
searchability, organisation-wide collaboration
and industry-standard compliance.

Meetings

Streamline the capture and distribution of
meeting and agenda documents.

Microsoft 365
integration
Enable employees to continue to use
the applications they are familiar with via
Microsoft 365 integration.

Retention and disposal
Automate the retention and disposal of
records and documents and comply with
government-level records management
standards.
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Spatial
management
ONEEDUCATION

GIS integration

Transform data into maps and turn insight
into action, with integrated GIS and
embedded mapping. Gain a new perspective
on your properties, assets and infrastructure
to better visualise and deeply understand
complex information.

Web-based spatial
viewing
Provide web based access to spatial
information for the workforce and customers
in an easy-to-use but powerful spatial
viewing platform.

Empower more users to interact with your
information and drive decisions and deploy
spatial information to the general public.
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22 records.
Personal Info form
Staff information.

Version 1 of 2 versions

Solution
enablers
ONEEDUCATION

LATEST

Leader Personal Info form
The Leader personal information.

Version 3 of 6 versions

LATEST

Digital forms
Create, streamline and automate
the collection of information from
suppliers, students, employees and
other stakeholders with integrated
forms.

Interactions and
correspondence
Create a 360-degree view of all
student interactions. Simplify your
communications with powerful
interactions tools that links each
correspondence to a student.

Balances by creditor type

Staff

Government

Individual

Business analytics
Analyse operational and strategic
information and present this in
reports and dashboards using a
range of visualisation tools such as
charts, tables, word clouds, slicers,
media and more.
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Business process
automation
Build best practice into your
everyday processes. Automate
simple tasks and sophisticated
processes with customisable clocks,
workflows and approvals.

Digital branding

Portals

Standardise digital stationery
across your business to produce
recruitment letters and statements
seamlessly.

Provide self-service capabilities for
students, academics and staff to
access real-time information from
anywhere, at any time.
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Consulting
services
From implementation to transformation, get the consulting services and support you need to
ensure continued success.
Work shoulder-to-shoulder with experienced consultants who are aligned to your industry
and have instant access to the latest TechnologyOne software. Our consulting team has a
proven implementation methodology and track record of project delivery, ensuring a seamless
implementation and onboarding experience in the lead up to ‘go live’.
Access ongoing consulting services to operate, maintain and optimise your solution. Our
Application Managed Services (AMS) team will assign you with a dedicated Service Delivery
Manager so you can keep pace with enhancements and leverage a best practice approach.

Support
Access self-help options, collaborate with others, find answers to questions and manage
your support cases in our online Customer Community. Our global support teams take a
collaborative approach to ensure your success, engaging with you through multiple channels to
ensure you receive an exceptional support experience.

Student
dministration

Corporate strategy
and planning

Project lifecycle
management

USINESS PROCESS

BUSINESS PROCESS

BUSINESS PROCESS

Document and
records management
BUSINESS PROCESS

Property and revenue
management

Regulatory and
compliance management

BUSINESS PROCESS

BUSINESS PROCESS

Training and
resources
Gain the knowledge to succeed and work more efficiently in your day-to-day role. Led by our
expert consultants, our training courses will teach you new skills and helpful tips and tricks. You
can also access hundreds of online resources via the TechnologyOne University, so you can
learn at your own pace.
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THE TECHNOLOGYONE

difference

Power of One
One vision. One vendor.
One code-line. One experience.

Making life simple is at the heart of what we do. We take complete responsibility for building,
marketing, selling, implementing, supporting and running our enterprise solutions to guarantee
your long-term success.
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THE TECHNOLOGYONE

difference

SaaS Platform
Security. Reliability. Accessibility.

We’ve spent hundreds of millions of dollars building the world’s most trusted SaaS ERP solution
that’s secure, reliable and efficient. Our multi-tenanted SaaS solution has deep layers of security
and the highest level of certification at every layer.
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Ready to
learn more?

Our team is here to help. Contact us for more
information, product demos and advice.
technologyonecorp.com

THE TECHNOLOGYONE

difference

Our people

Dedicated passionate individuals.
As the creators of our software, no one knows it like we do. When you partner with
TechnologyOne you benefit from a direct relationship with us throughout every step of your
journey - from implementation to transformation. Our trusted team of experts will partner with you
to unlock the value of your technology investment and set your institution up for success.
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About TechnologyOne
TechnologyOne (ASX: TNE) is Australia’s largest enterprise software company and one of Australia’s top
150 ASX-listed companies, with offices across six countries. We provide a global SaaS ERP solution that
transforms business and makes life simple for our customers. Our deeply integrated enterprise SaaS solution
is available on any device, anywhere and anytime and is incredibly easy to use.
Over 1,200 leading corporations, government agencies, local councils and universities are powered by our
software. For more than 33 years, we have been providing our customers enterprise software that evolves
and adapts to new and emerging technologies, allowing them to focus on their business and not technology.
ACN 010 487 18

TechnologyOnecorp.com
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